FEATURES

- Works with DMC type handheld manual crimpers
- Minimizes crimping cycle
- Uses a preloaded cartridge with multiple contacts
- Decrease setup time
- Built-in crimp positioners
- Works in any position (horizontal, vertical, upside down)
- Prevents contact damage
- Works with any contact sizes (16-22)
- Works with any wire sizes (16AWG-26AWG)
- Ease of switch contacts
- 100% portable
- Perfectly suits for work in confined areas or on vertical harness boards
- Simplifies operator’s task
- Prevents operator errors
- Easy cartridge exchange
- 100% manual operation. No air or electrical power required
- Easy to mount on DMC crimper

INTRODUCTION

Since 1979, Tri-Star has been aggressively engaged in the design and evolution of a family of automatic crimpers which literally revolutionized the connector assembly world.

Tri-Star Technologies is now pleased to present the latest innovation that allows substantially increase productivity while crimping with most popular DMC manual crimpers, perfect crimp process, eliminate operator’s errors, improve ease of use in confined areas or while working on vertical harness boards, do away with foreign objects in work area, and completely eliminate inventory of crimp positioners.

Call or visit us on the web to get all the details.

www.tri-star-technologies.com